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1. Introduction

1.1 Project Overview
The City of Stirling undertook a series of community engagement activities, with assistance from element and Mackay
Urbandesign, to determine the vision of the centre, acknowledging that the shopping centre expansion is nearing
completion. Subject to the outcome of the community engagement, the City may undertake a scheme amendment
and/or update the existing Local Planning Policy to assist in achieving the new vision for Karrinyup. In addition, a highlevel strategy document may be produced to guide planning for the centre.

1.2 Study area
The project study area is defined in the boundary below. Note: this boundary is subject to change, based on the results
of the Visioning and Design workshops.

Figure 1 - Karrinyup Activity Centre

1.3 Project Aim
The key aim for this project is to undertake an urban design and planning study, with the inclusion of community
engagement in order to:
•

Develop a vision for the area;

•

Determine the extent of the area;

•

Identify development and built form options; and
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•

Identify appropriate planning instruments to ensure the vision is implemented.
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2. Engagement Methodology

2.1 Methods of Engagement
The diagram below identifies the timeline of the project. At this stage, the Visioning and Design Workshops have been
undertaken and a first meeting has occurred with the Community Reference Group. This outcomes report will be
updated as the engagement progresses.
Vision Workshop
The purpose of the Vision Workshop was to gather high level ideas and aspirations from the community about what
they want the Karrinyup Activity Centre to look like and what it should include, in terms of land uses.
Community Reference Group Meeting #1
Following the Visioning Workshop, the Community Reference Group (CRG) was advertised and established, including 15
community members from diverse backgrounds. The first meeting was held on Thursday 02 December 2021. The
purpose of the CRG is to provide feedback to the consultants on the design direction, representing their wider
community.
Design Workshop
Following the Vision Workshop and the first CRG meeting, the Design Workshop was held to present the draft design
direction to the community and gather some finer grain detail on what is to be included in the Karrinyup Activity Centre
and where.
Community Group Reference Group Meeting #2
Following the Design workshop and prior to the Open Day drop in session, a second CRG meeting will be held to test
the emerging final direction for the Karrinyup Activity Centre and collect feedback from the group.
Open Day Drop-in Session
Finally, once the final draft of the Karrinyup Activity Centre has been created, we will host an Open Day drop-in session
on 23 February 2022 to present the draft to the community. Everyone is welcome to attend and leave their final
feedback for the project to consider.
Please refer to the engagement methodology diagram below.

Figure 2. Timeline of engagement methods
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2.2 Communication Channels
2.2.1

Letter

An invitation was distributed to the immediate residents in a 1000m radius of the Karrinyup Shopping Centre.

2.2.2

Webpage

A webpage containing the details of the Design Workshop and the registration form to attend was hosted on the City’s
‘Shaping Our City’ engagement platform.

2.2.3

Vision Workshop Announcement

The date and time of the Design Workshop was announced at the Vision Workshop to participants.
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3. Key Findings

3.1 Overview
The Design Workshop was held on Wednesday 08 December 2021 from 6pm – 8pm with 71 attendees, predominantly
those who had also attended the previous Vision Workshop in October 2021.
The workshop was opened by element and the City of Stirling and structured into three sections, where element
presented feedback heard to date from the previous workshop and the CRG, Mackay Urbandesign presented the draft
vision and design direction for the centre, followed by interactive activities facilitated by element. The workshop
activities were separated into three themes:
•

Built form and land use

•

Civic facilities

•

Streets and transport.

A full workshop agenda can be viewed in the Appendices. The presentation slides, made publicly available following the
workshops, can be viewed on the webpage.

Figure 3 Table discussions at the Design Workshop
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3.2 Activity 1 – Built form and land use
The first activity of the night followed a detailed presentation on the vision workshop key findings, learnings from other
places and the preliminary direction for the built form and design of the activity centre.
Activity 1 collected qualitative responses from participants and thoughts on the extent of the centre, transitional
heights and the location of preferred uses. A summary of the qualitative responses, grouped into themes are presented
below, by each category.
Upon analysis of the data it was evident that a significant proportion of comments did not directly correlate land use
with specific locations. Notwithstanding, the project team were able to deduce relevant comments to contribute to the
overall outcomes of the exercise.

3.2.1

Extent

Comments on the extent of the centre could be broadly grouped into three categories: comments of support (n=16),
comments of opposition (n=4) and suggested changes (n=16).

Extent Comments (n=)
19

20

16

10

4

0
Suggestions

Support

Opposition

Comments of suggested changes included:
NORTH

SOUTH

EAST

WEST

•

Pike Street to be
included

•

Question to south of
Karrinyup Road area?

•

•

•

Davenport Road
needs to be wider
with pedestrian
access both sides

•

Extend to south Miles Street (refer
plan aerial)

•

Possibility for
extension down to
Karrinyup

•

Keep Lisa Court and
connecting cul de sac
as they are no

•

Edge to north - two
lots on Burroughs
Road (refer plan)

•

Take activity centre
to end of

Please don't
redevelop north-east
buildings as multilevel residential

Should include corner
of Karrinyup &
Cheddar
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street/street edge
Burroughs Road (35)
Elworthy Place

3.2.2

through roads to
Karrinyup Road

Transitional heights

The comments on transitional heights can be grouped into the following vcatergories, as presented in the graph below.

Transitional Height Comments (n=)
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9
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Limit height

3.2.3

Support

Other

Oppose

Over
shaddowing /
privacy

Traffic /
parking
concerns

Location of preferred uses

Comments directly related to location and land use are presented below:
•

2-3 sites on Burrows to be mixed-use due to larger size

•

No apartments on south side of Karrinyup Road

•

Small business on Burrows, Davenport (cafes, bakeries, butchers)

•

Pedestrian footbridge on Karrinyup Road and Davenport

•

Questioning mixed use on Karrinyup Road

•

Question residential zoning proposed to Davenport and Francis Avenue - have existing non-residential mixed
use potentially?

•

Residential should be on south of Karrinyup Road - not mixed use or commercial, family area with school

•

Davenport intersection with Burroughs should stay as low level commercial or residential
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•

No residential next to East Village

•

Southern side mixed use - how do you have pedestrian access and connectivity - do we need this?

•

Leave space next to East Village as carpark and introduce green space and landscaping.

Please note, many of the comments recorded for this question referred to the land-use, rather than the location.
•

Mixed-use – most comments suggest all surrounding area should be mixed use. Other comments question the
location of mixed use (14 comments recorded).

•

Residential – most comments suggest keeping residential land use in the surrounding streets (9 comments
recorded).

•

Food and beverage – most comments suggest including small scale food and beverage opportunities in
surrounding streets (4 comments recorded).

•

Open space / greenery – most comments suggested increasing green space and canopy in the surrounding
streets (5 comments received).

•

Retail – typically, comments suggest more retail in the mixed-use zones (4 comments recorded).

•

Commercial – most comments suggested limiting commercial uses (3 comments received).

•

Other – these comments included support for current proposal, traffic and movement comments, no childcare
and increase civic space.

3.3 Activity 2 – Civic facilities
Mackay Urbandesign then presented on the topic ‘civic facilities’ and discussed three potential scenarios on how the
City-owned land (located in the north-west of the KAC) might be developed:

•

Scenario 1 – “do little” – Retain existing civic buildings. A modest expansion of the library and some additional
landscape. Car park slightly reduced.

•

Scenario 2 – “do some” – Retain existing civic buildings. Develop an additional building and landscape. Reduce
the extent of open car parking and screen from the street.

•

Scenario 3 – “do lots!” – A collection of buildings to create a village precinct with redistributed landscape and
usable public spaces. Parking in a basement

Participants were asked to individually vote on their preferred scenario and then discuss as a group up to 5 top uses for
the area. Overall, Scenario #3 – “Do lots!” was the clear favourite, earning 50 sticky dot votes, well above scenarios 2
and 1.
The following key findings are presented below.
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Preferred Scenario for the KAC
60

50

40
20

12
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0
Do Lots
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Do Some

For Scenario 3 people offered the following observations and ideas:
•

More open space and greenery

•

Move parking to the basement / ensure there is enough parking

•

Consider the pedestrian experience moving through the site

•

Include sport and recreation facilities

•

Include facilities that all the community can benefit from

•

Consider how to facilitate markets, events and other arts and cultural uses in the space.

Participants were then asked as a group to ‘Discuss your top 5 uses for the Civic centre.’ Common uses mentioned are
summarised below:
•

Upgrade current facilities

•

Events/markets/performance space

•

Green space

•

Sport and recreation

•

Youth activities, services and spaces (under 10, e.g. playground, nature play, childcare)

•

Small café.

See the graph below of all summarised top uses.
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Top uses for the Civic Centre (number of comments)
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3.4 Activity 3 – Streets and transport
The last activity of the night followed a presentation from Mackay Urbandesign on streets and transport and presented
three scenarios for Karrinyup Road and two scenarios for improving the local streets adjacent to the centre.
The scenarios for Karrinyup Road were:
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Attendees were asked to vote for their preferred transport scenario for Karrinyup Road, out of Scenario 1 and Scenario
three. Scenario 3 (People before cars) was the clear winner with 53 votes (out of 59 total). Some feedback given for
Activity 3 included:
•

Consider bus lanes instead of light rail.

•

Consider adding more lanes or longer slip roads.
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The next part of Activity 3 was to vote on the preferred option for dealing with traffic on the local (adjacent) streets.
This involved voting for the following scenarios: Scenario 1 – 4 lanes with smaller trees or Scenario 2 – 2 lanes with
larger trees and more space for pedestrians. See the example drawings below.

Scenario 2 was the clear winner with 57 votes (out of 60 votes total). Some commentary on Scenario 2 is summarised
below:
•

Include a median strip.

•

More trees welcomed.

•

Consider public transport options and pedestrian crossings.

Finally, the last part of Activity 3 invited participants to record where they feel that there is pedestrian or cyclist conflict
in the adjacent streets to the centre, recorded as a ‘hotspot’.
A summary of the pedestrian ‘hotspots’, comments and suggestions to improve are tabulated below:
Table 1 Summary of Activity 3 comments (pedestrian hotspots)

Davenport Street

Burroughs Road

Difficultly to cross Davenport Street anywhere. Support
for a cross walk, for instance opposite entrance on
Francis Ave

Between Burroughs roundabout & Davenport

Place a foot path on north side of Davenport

No pedestrian crossings at any intersections
Need the ability to walk around whole centre

Walking along Davenport with car park exits
Not enough entrances to shopping centre on Davenport
(north end of Francis Ave)
Remove roadside parking on Davenport
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Karrinyup Road

Francis Avenue

Lighting could be improved

Difficult crossing the road

Improve pedestrian movement with crossing points at
shop entry ways and links to public transport (busses).

Pedestrian crossing needed
Improve turning vision for cars coming out of Miles St

U-turn for buses and truck drop off needs to be available
for cars to make u-turn.

A summary of the cyclist ‘hotspots’ are tabulated below:
Table 2 Summary of Activity 3 comments (cyclist hotspots)

Davenport Street

Burroughs Road

Pedestrian crossings needed

Crossing from Burroughs Road into Davenport and then
across the street is difficult when lots of traffic about

Traffic in Davenport to be one way

Need eBike/scooter charging at civic centre
Hotspot along Burroughs Road
Karrinyup Road

Francis Avenue

Cycle pathways need improving

Cyclist provision needed

Pedestrian and car hotspot when cars are exiting from
car park.

More cycling lanes around circuit
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4. Next Steps

Following the Design Workshop and the subsequent outcomes reporting, Mackay Urbandesign will incorporate the
community feedback and amend the preliminary design direction. In early February 2022, the project team will meet
with the CRG for a second meeting, to present the amended design direction of the Karrinyup Activity Centre and test if
the project team is on the right track.
Following the CRG meeting, the project team will then make available the final draft design of the Karrinyup Activity
Centre to the broader community. The City of Stirling originally intended to hold an Open Day at the Stirling
Community Centre - Karrinyup on 23 February 2022 to present the outcomes of the Workshops. However, the evolving
nature of Covid-19 and the potential impact of the State Government's Safe Transition Plan has resulted in changes to
this format.
The Open Day material and feedback survey will now be available online or by request from the City of Stirling from the
23 February 2022. A two week period will be provided for the community to comment on the project, after which the
project team will collate the feedback that will inform the formal documentation that is presented to Council for
advertising in later 2022.
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Appendix A. Engagement Collateral

Design Workshop Agenda and Activity Questions
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